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ARMS AND' ARABS

JANUARY 11, 1969

THE situation in the Middle East seems as difficult as squaring the circle.
In June 1967 Israel and most of the world believed that the conqueror

would be able to impose his own peace on the licked Arabs, that· there would
be upheavals in at least Egypt and Syria where regimes responsive to com-
promise would be installed. The hopes were belied because the Arabs,
even after the crushing defeat, refused to accept it as' final and ditch their
national honour. Most of the Arab Governments decided to buy time and
rebuild their armies for conventional warfare, with the help of the Russians.
This help-and time-blunted the memory of how the Russians had let
them down in the~ first few crucial days of June, and later in the
Security Council when they accepted' the unconditional cease-fire resolution
permitting Israel to stay put in annexed territory. The objective of Russian
aid was not to enable the Arabs to strike back to regain lost territory-this

/migh,t lead to Russo-American confrontation-but 'to prevent any further
Israeli expansion and persuade Tel-Aviv. into a political settlement on their'
new empire. The American 'Preoccupation in Vietnam allowed the Russians
to stage a :presence in the Mediterranean and gave them an abiding voice in
the region. This has ~een their gain. But the Arabs cannot be content for
long with the arrivals and .departures of various peace envoys, waiting for a
political settlement while Israeli raids continue.

The main, factor in the Middle East after the 1967 war has been the
guerilla.' A possibility once laughed off by socialist and bourgeois pragma-
tists is now recognised as a disturbing fact. The commandos enjoy support
and, admiration throughout the Arab world and their attacks, even on thCl
scale they are, so upset the Israelis that they tend to berserk. Alas, tho
jews who practised the New Testament virtue of turning the other cheek to
the diabolical Nazis to the point of their own extermination are now Zionists
resorting to Old Testament tactics against the Arabs. More. An eye for
an eye does not satisfy them. They believe in massive retaliation like
their friends the Americans, knowing full well that so long as they do not
grab more territory, ·the Russians may growl and the Americans mutter, but
there will be no restraint worth the name.

. But the 'situation kgetting 'awkward for theI.tussians. If the Americans·
, pun back pari or' their- troops from' Vietnam, if Mr NIxon decides to talk to
the Russians from a position of greater strength, the Mediterranean presence
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Ten Years In Cuba

see through it all. And it is a mea-
sure of the revalutian's success that
this determination is mixed with a
zest for life which even the affluent
society might envy.

JANUARY 11, 1969

A New Year Gift
Come, one, come all. Mr FaIdirud-

din Ali Ahmed's announcement last
week at the gath"ering af th~ Central
Advisory Council of Industries was a
kind af clincher; from now an, foreign
callabarat:.ars- of all hues are gaing to.
be aur hanaured guests. No. distinc-
tian will be made between 'priarity'
and 'non-priority' sectars, so. long as
the fareigners are going to. come with
the gaadies and occasionally dale aut
some fareign exchange to us, they
will be allawed in. A new chapter in
the country's past-indCjpendence eca-
namic history has thus been unfolded.'
The praffiises and admonitions of the
last twenty years are only retrospec-
tively proved to be hollaw, they have I _

naw been repudiated. No. more the
weeks and manths and years af inde-
cision far Indira Gandhi" daughter af
Jawaharlal Nehru. She has started
the New Year with a bang. ~

It belangs to. the )genre af Indian
hypacrisy that Mr Ahmed's sp~ech
which disclosed this ane hundred
eighty-degree tum in economic policy
in fact started out with a plea far re-
ducing "tG the minimum aur depen-
dence an fareign callabaratian." To.
minimise is .to.maximise : we can now
look forward to. a wide range af new
industries mushroaming all over the
cauntry, praducing such bare necessi-
ties af _Indian life as calaured televi-
sian, electranic peeping-tom gadgets,
assorted perfumery, beachwear, sterea-
phanic musical accessories, faunda-
tian garments reflecting the plast
sophisticated mechanical engineering,
and similar others. Part af the autput
af these new industries will af course
be absarbed by 'the Indian upper
class, while the rest will be shipped
back to the affluent countri~s, where'
the main markets will be. We will
provide the fareign callabaratars with
a locatian af canvenience for manu-
facturing the things: labaur wiIIbe

halidays at the end af this year in
arder to. achieve a goal af 10 millian
tans of sugar in the 1970 harvest. And
all this was said in 'a speech to. cele-
brate the "IOth anniversary~ af the..
Cuban revalutian. Haw many leaders
are there in the 'Yarld taday who. can
annaunce such· measures an a day af
natian'a! 'celebrat~an and still receive
enthusiastic suppart fram their peaple?
Imagine Mrs Indira Gandhi telling us
an January 26 that we shall have less
to. eat ar fewer halidays this year in
arder to. reduce aur dependence an
fareign aid I

Far at least eight years the USA has
been daing everything passible to. des-
tray the Cuban ecanamy. It wauld be
idle to. deny that this has had no. effect
at all. But the ecanamy has nat been
destrayed; mare impartant" Fidel
Castro and his peaple are mare deter-
mined, than ever nat to.allaw it to be
destroyed:. They are still heavily and
vitally dependent an Russian aid, but
efforts have been increased manifold

Far the last ten" years the Amed- to. increase internal praductian. Vir-
cans, and perhaps same West Eura- tually all peaple in the cauntry have
peans as well, have been lamenting the been mabilized fai agricultural ope-
disarppearance af what they knew af ratians, such as cutting cane, planting
Cuba's dalce vita. Until Fidel Castro citrus fruits and caffee seedlings an
taak aver, Cuba's bars and bardellas every bit af available graundand at
were to. madern Americans what Paris every mament af free' time; at the
was to. Victorian Englishmen. But if same time, a massiv~ effart is, being
the Americans can no. langer partake put in far livestack development.
af th~r accustamed and fancied de- Problems in trade have not been
lights in Cuba, they are nat altagether fully salved, but have already been
sarry. They imagine the Cubans, tao., cansiderably reduced. Befare ,the re-
to be unhappy and hence increasinglyvalutian, with little to. sell except sugar
resentful af the revalutianary regime. and tabacca, Cuba depended! an the
Such resentment, they hape,' may USA far as much as 80 per cent af
achieve what they themselves have her trade. But, since the enfarcement
failed to. by military adventures and a af a tatal trade embargo. by the Ame-
sustained attempt at ecanomic strangu- ricans, Cuba has been loaking for new
latian. Every new measure af austerity outlets. The search has yielded same
in Cuba, therefore, raises new hope in results even in the nan-Cammun,st
American hearts. And ,Fidel Castro. warld. There are now purchases of
annaunced a /majar' one -last week: agricultural equipment from Canada,
sugar rationing in a cauntry where af electrical equipment from France,
sugar and tabacco are the principal and of irrigation and: fertilizer lP'foduc-
products. tian equipment from :Britain-to. give

The Cubans did nat rise in revalt only a few examples. Far vital oil
against the Government in protest supplies, of caurse, Cuba is dep~ndent
against this deprivation ; they shauted entirely an Russia. The gafug has
in appraval when asked whether they b~en hard in the last 10 years and may
would accept it. Castro went so far remain so for quite 'same time to
a,s to.- tell them that they might have came, but Castro. and his p'eople have
to. forgo their Christmas and New Year lost )none of {heir determination t.o
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will nat mean much and the Israelis
will be further embaldened. Their
berserk beh,aviaur may create a situa~
tian in which it will be difficult to. pre-
vent another canflagratian. Time is
running aut. Hence the desperate
mave far a faur-Pawer settlement far
the Middle East. But maybe time .Q.as

_also. taught the Arabs the lessan af
Vietnam-that what can restare their
territary and national hanaur is, pJ;i-
marily, their awn strength. Fareign
arms are valuable, but withaut the
self-reliance and caurage af the cam~
manda, these arms are nat viable
enaugh. Also., unless the recipients
pursue their awn palicies, fa reign help
can be a big dr~g an natianal initia-
tive. But it is to. be haped that, des-
pite blaady symptoms af Zianist para-
naia, the aId slagan of exterminating
Israel will nat again gain graund.
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arson at the polling stations, Df ballot
papers being set on fire by Naxalites
masquerading as bona.Jfide Voters.
Those who know under what surveil-
lance votes are cast laugh at such
warnings. But that is not going to
deter either the Centre or the State
Government; for the uses to which
such warnings can be !put are many,
They may justify denial of rights to
the citizens. Already a move is afoot
to prohibit carrying of even licensed
arms throughout the State-a measure
which had not been considered neces- .
sary in any of the previous four elec-
tions. Also for the first time political
detenus are not being freed before an
election. The ground is said to be that _
they are opposed to elections; whether
this will develop into a sufficient rea-
son for rounding up those who have
raised the slogan of election boycott
will be known in the next few weeks.

~ handful of !people, however deter-
mined, cannot wreck an election if the
people have faith in it. Much of the
Government's fear derives perhaps
from the fact that a process of disillu-
sionment with elections has set in. For
this the political parties must share
blame. After twenty years of Cong-
TesSmisrule the people had hoped for
a respite which the UF Government
failed to provide. True, it was not
given m.uch time to prove itself, but
.the way it went about its business--could
not be reassuring. The records of
UF Governments in some other States,
especially in Kerala, are a pointer; a
longer lease of /life has not enabled
them to fare any better. The con-
straints under which the UF Govern-
ment had to function in West Bengal
will be very much there after the mid-
term poll, and there can be hardly
any reason to expect a better rperfor-
mance from it if it continues to plead
helplessness at being hamstrung. Per-
haps the UF, realises this, for the up-
pishness which informed suddenly the
UF parties after the windfall of the
last general election seems to have
been discarded and the FroItt is appro-
aching the electorate with 'some humi-
lity. A cOflstant awareness of its own
shortcomings may equip it to serve
better and prevent its differ~nces from
the Congress from being smudged:. It

The Beginning

locusts will continue to multiply.
About two years ago, New Delhi had
signed a three-way technical collabo-'
ration agreement with Yogoslavia and
the United Arab Republic. Not much
however has been heard of that agree-
ment' since. This is .understandable,
for both the partners were -of socialist
pretensions. I No such inconvenience
is going to arise with Iran. It has an
adequately reactionary regime; bet-
ween Mossadeq's fall and now, the
Shahenshah must have neutralised at
least a million of his ' countrymen for
political offences. The communiques
are right, there is much that is common
between Nw Delhi and Teheran.

That does not however mean that
New Delhi is going to embrace all re-
actionary regimes. Iran is aij right,
Pakistan is a different kettle of fish.
To reach Dacca from this city-a dis-
tance of hardly one hundred- eighty
miles-therefore, one has to fly to
Kathmandu first and change planes-
or Rangoon first,--or, alas, Teheran.

The election !process has started in
West Bengal. Filing of nominations
has begun, and in the course of this
week the !people will know the choices
they will h;lVe at the polling stations
on February 9. Even the ritual mo-
tions of the presidential administration
to which the State has grown accus-
tomed in the last one year have stop-
ped, and all energies of the Govern-
ment appear to be directed to measur-
es to police the election. To ensure a
free and fair !poll more police will be
deployed in the coming election than
in any before. The State's oversize
police force will not be adequate for
the purpose; reinforcements from the
Centre have been sought, and this is
one 1ield in which Central assistance
is assured in abundance. A pretext
for this elaborate plan has been found
by the ever-helpful Union Home Minis-
ter, who has asked the State Govern-
ment to take adequate rprecautions
against a Naxalite conspiracy to sabo-
tage the election. The State Govern-
ment is reported to have been specifi-
cally warned against the possibility of

cheap, Mr Chavan will !progressively
ban all forms of industrial unrest,
and perhaps our government will even
subsidise the cost of transport so' that
the American consumer will have no
cause for complaint. In other words,
following Mr Ahmed's momentous
decision, we stand a good chance-
God and American investors willing-
of successfully converting this land of
ours into a Puerto Rico of the East.
The country's resources are intended
to be exploited. And if our Govern-'
ment is unable to raise the revenue
for implementing the !projects alluded
to in the Planning Commission's vari-
ous documents, let the foreigners in,
and they will do a thorough job of
exploitation. With a little bit of
semantic effort, our politicians may
even be able to prove to their satis-
faction that, what do you know, such

, depredations by foreigners constitute
a higher stage of socialism.

Meanwhile, the Shahenshah and
Shahenbanou of Iran have also been
around last week and their presence
has been used to hustle ~he w....Qbbly
government in New Delhi into an
instant decision on the Mithapur ferti-
liser complex proposed by the Tatas.
It all looks part of a meticulously orga-
nised strategy. Mr J. R. D. Tata goes
into tantrums over the Government's
"indecisions" in vital matters; some
one somewhere comes ~p with a curi-
ous piece of arithmetic that the delay
in launching the Mithapur project is
costing the country Rs 75 crores. an-
nually; under inspiration from inter-
ested civil servants, a technical colla-
boration agreement is ,signed; a sug-
gestion is planted that there could be
no better example of such two-..coun-
try collaboration than the Tata' pro-
ject, and that it would be nice if the
Government's final consent could be
signi'fied while the Shahenshah and his
consort were still on Indian soil~ the
Shahenshah himself-or maybe ano-
ther one from his entourage-is per-
suaded to put in a word on the alleged
economies that could be effected' by
the import of liquid ammonia from
Iran-which is what the Mithapur
project is about-as against methane.

Admittedly, this is only the begin-
ning. As the months go by, the



did not know the State budgetary _
position. Or possibly he has commit-
ted the Government, knowing that
after the election he would not have to
face the rigour of following up. Consi-
dering the way modem governors go
in India, possibly all three explana-
tions hold good simultaneously. What-
ever the reason, the U.P. Governor
decided to meet half way the teachers'
demand because he wanted to give the
Congress a breathing space before the
election. It is nothing but poetic jus-
tice that he has caught in the primary
teachers a veritable Tartar.

The All-India Secondary School
Teachers Association has decided to
organise demonstrations in front of
Parliament at its budget session if
3.0% of the State budget and 10% of
the Central budget are not ear marked
for education. It will be surprising in-
deed if a mere threat of demonstra-
tions will move the' juggernaut of the
Central Govetnment. Already Mr Sher
Singh, the Union Minister of State for
Education, has announced reduction
of the expenditure on education dur-
ing the new plan from Rs 1,300 cro-
res to Rs 850 crores. Quite a few_
African States, compared with which
India considers herself vastly progres-
sive, spend more than half of the State
revenue on education. It took 45 days
of strike fol the D.P. non-government
secondary teachers to get the dearness
allowance given to , government tea-
chers and some of them had to drink
the urine of convicts in Naini Jail
because of their demand that the
Kothari Commission's recommenda-
tions be implemented. The ruling body
of the country was eager to appoint
the Commission probably because it
had ITO idea that it would be still in
the saddle of power when the time for
implementation came.

The primary teachers in D.P. have
not called off their demands. Even
after the raise of Rs 10 to 15 a month
they are yet to attain the princely sala-
ry of Rs 150 a month. It· beats even
an Indian to imagine how a family can
live on Rs 150 a month these days,
but the Government cannot even meet
that demand. That however does not
deter the Government of India from
associating itself with a prestige body

The Uttar Pradesh primary school
teachers announced that they would
withhold support to the Congress dur-
ing the mid-term election unless their
pay scales were revised. The U.P.
Government has now decided to raise
slightly the pay of its primary teachers
and to bring parity in p'ay scales and
dearness allowances of the govern-
ment and non-government secondary
school teachers. Just two days before
the announcement of this decision,
Mr~B. Gopala Reddy, the Governor of
D.P., said that he was paralysed by the
Central directive not to impose a fresh
tax, and ·without a new tax he was not
in a position to revise the pay scales
of teachers. After two days, during
'which no tax was imposed or contem-
plated, the Government committed it-
self to an e}rpenditure of more. than
Rs 1 crore a year. This lays bare the
fact that the Governor had been bluff-
ing all along the 45 days of the secon~
dary teachers' strike and 95 days of
the primary teachers'. Or possibly he

Hops And Steps

will be held is contributing liberally to
the Congress effort. With unaccus-
tomed modesty he has claimed that
under his rule the economy has re-
covered from the shock of the UF
regime, but it has not yet regained its
former buoyancy because the lllvesrors
want to watch what happens to the
State in the next few months. The
obvious implication is that the State
can prosper only if the Congress is re-
turned to power. The moneybags on
whose behalf the Congress rules have
promised generous aSSistance to cure
Calcutta of all its problems if the
Congress Government at the Centre
loosens its purse-strings which, as is
known, it will do only if the Cong-
ress is returned to. power in the State.
Above all, there is the Ibait of a ,World
Bank loan' for Calcutta which cannot
materialise if the State chooses a
Goyernment not to the liking of New
Delhi or the Bank. The Congress is
trying to. secure by bullYing what it is
afraid it cannot get bi wooing. The
electorate will have to withstand both.
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is not enough that those who threw
out the Congress unceremoniously in
the last elec.ion do so. again in the
mid-term poll. They will do their job;
but the UF will have to prove by its
performance that in voting for the UF
they opted not merely for the only
alterna~ive to the Congress but also
for a much better alternative.

The Congress is scared of this mood
of the peaple. In the two years that
have expired since the last general
election the party has realised that for
maintaining even a semblance of unity
it must be in power. The cracks
which appeared in the party during
its nine months out of office persist,
and the Congrbs in West Bengal will
go to pieces if power eludes it in the
mid-term poll. That is why all its re-
sources have been thrown into the
campaign. All the bigwigs of the party
have already made a round of the
State and many more are proposed.
The impartial Governor under whose
supervision the free and fair election



No Jesting Pilate

like UNESCO' and signing its inter-
governmental recommendations on the
pay scales of teachers.

It would be amazing for one to lis-
ten to the educational cacophony being
emitted by the leaders of the country.
On the one hand, Mr B. D. Jatti,
Lt. Governor of Pondicherry, wails at
the national seminar on adult educa-
tion at Pondicherry that the literacy
rate in India is one of the lowest in
under-developed countries. At the
other end the spiritual politician, Mr

What is truth? asked Pilate and
washed his hand of the whole busi-
ness. Not so the U.S. Ever since USS
Pueb!o was caught by the North
Koreans in January last year the State
Department has not ceased repeating
that the ship was not engaged
in illegal activities, that it never
intruded into North Korean ter-
ritorial waters. But -the U.S. negotia-
tor at Panmunjom, Major General
Gilbert H. Woodward, signed a docu-
ment admitting exactly those very
things-that the Pueblo "had illegal-
ly intruded into the territorial waters
of the Democratic People's Republic
of Korea on many occasions", that the
U.S. "solemnly apologizes for grave
acts of espionage", that the Pueblo
crew members "have confessed: honest-
ly to their crimes". Gen. Woodward
\'Prefaced the 'signature by a terse cere-
monial speech, delivered reportedly
with tensed jaw, stating that what he
signed was all false. This b ief speech,
designed to be proof of America's inno-
cence, was in fact a reflex action on
the part of the protesting Am~ricans.

Now the job of protestation seems
to have been taken over by Mr Dean
Rusk, the Secretary of State. He des-
cribed the document of confession as
"worthless" which, incidentally, is' a
correct description of many U.S. do-
ments. But in this case, no matter the
number ·of adjectives that may be
showered on the confession, that can-
not invalidate the U.S. admission of
guilt. If the document was all that
worthless why did the U.S. take 29

JANUARY II, '1969
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J. P. Narayan, says at the 43rd All-
India Educational Conference at Jaipur
that the Government should get rid of
educational responsibilities because,
accQrding to his vision, education is
the people's concern' In between
Dr Triguna Sen constantly reminds
himself publicly that he wanted to
give absolute stress on primary educa-
tion without which agriculture and in-
dustry were meaningless. The Plan-
ning Commission meanwhile continues
t6 live in a din-proof mausoleum.

meetings spread: over 11 months to
sign it? Confession was the only way
left to them when the Koreans could
not be bullied or coaxed into releasing
the crew of the spy ship.

If the Secretary of State can claim
to .remain p.ious by disclaiming what
his man has signed, the poor crew of-
Pueblo need not lag behind. Com-
mander Bucher now says that he wrote ....
his confession only when the lives of
the crew were threatened-he could
not have cared less about his 0 n' The
Koreans, he further accused, were
"completely devoid of humanity ...
d.evoted to the enslavement of man's
mind" and kept the crew in "solitary
confinement". During the brief Press
conference held by the ' crew before
they were quaranl\ined: they were pub-
licly warned against discussing details
of capture and imprisonment. Yet
the cat was out of the bag. The
crew lived, as Lleutenant ,Murphey
said, in buildings on a compound, four
or eight to ,a room, officers one to
a room, played ,basketball or volley-
ball together and again played cards
at night for one to two hours.' So
much for the "solitary confinement".
Lt Murphey also confessed to having
met some very nice people. . "There
was not any attempt at what would
normally be called brainwashing."
The food was nourishing and as good
as the Korean population was receiv-
ing. The Koreans were of c,ourse
"devoid or humanity" for they did not
try upon the crew the humane gadgets·
used by the Americans in Vietnam,

The January 25 Issue of

FRONTIER

will be a special number

I t will can tain, besides the re-

gular features, a number of special

articles

including

Foreign Aid: Illusion and Reality

by N. K. Chandra

State .Capitalism in India.

by Paresh Chattopadhyay,

The Dragon and the Sacred Cow

By S. Dutta

The Struggle for \ the Muslim
mind

by Iqtidar Alam Khan
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Public Relations
The Prime Minister began her ten-

ure in January 1966 with the promise
of frequent Press conferences. But
what began as a monthly feature has
la:psed into an annual ritual because
the Prime Minister has very little to
teU the Press and the correspondents
are capable of asking very little out-
side the rut. As for the Person-to-
Person broadcasts, within two months
they tunied: out to be a rather imper-
sonal affair, thanks to the numerous
hands shaping tbe script.

Like aU other formal Press confer-
ences by the Prime Minister, the one
on Tuesday turned out to be a semi-
social occasion where everyone was
anxious to be seen by everyone else,
though the hang-Over of the officially
"dry" New Year-eve celebrations had
not left us quite. And on such occa-
sions, a new caste system comes into
being~ lautomaticaUy. There is the
caste of super-correspondents who do
not have to take down anything (the
number two, three, or four in the
bureau will do it for them) ,and can
parade their profundity tbrough ques-
tions, some 6f them contrived to
please somebody or the other. .

But the Prime Minister's crack at
the Press when she hoped 1969 would

counter-pressure. This, if anything,
underlines the total lack of policy ob·
jectives or policy directions. When
Mrs Gandhi -said one cannot take any
relationship for granted in world
affairs, she was obviously referring
to U.S. attempts at a rapprochement
with China, It also carried the hint
that if the Soviet Union did not freeze
arms supplies to Pakistan or step up
supplies to India, a shift in India's
policy is imminent.

What makes one sceptical of New
Delhi's ;professed desire to break the
deadlock with China is that the ins-
piration came from without, from a
section of the State Department. But
then most of the commentators who
tried to underline this aspect owe their
loyalty to Moscow and: think any
dialogue with China without recognis-
ing the Soviet Union's "Asian" pre-
sence would be unprincipled and tbere-
fore harmful to Indian interests I

and wbat she said was perhaps aimed
at sounding public opinion. Diploma-
tic probings have been going on quiet-
ly for some time, both in Peking and
Hanoi. There is a marked change in
the tone of Chinese Press and radio
attacks on India. Unlike over the
Raghunath-Vijay episode, New Delhi
has been firm in handling the Tibetan
refugees -who demonstrated in front
of the Chinese Embassy over the
Moraes episode. All this may not
mean much by themselves but taken
together, lfit into a pattern. ,

The first hint of a more flexible
policy came when the Soviet sale of
arms to Pakistan became known dur-
ing the monsoon session of Parlia-
Iment. The rigidity that :bad beset
the foreign policy has resulted in the
loss of manoeuvrability, Mrs Gandhi

,hinted. Now, the hint of a dialogue
with China might turn out,. after all,
to be a ;policy manoeuvre to-wrest
more arms from the' Soviet Union or
to check the flow of Soviet arms to
Pakistan. Unless tbere is an attempt
at a more flexible policy towards Pa-
kistan, there is no meaning in talking
of a flexible policy towards.- China.
Flexibility cannot come about in a
vacuum or in fragments. It is a
vicious circle now,/ with non-align-
ment lapsing into a parody. To se-
cure greater manoeuvrability, the po-
licy should shed its rigidity. But
without some manoeuvrability to be-
lrin with, flexibility is not possible. As
Mrs Gandh admitted, we ,are tuck
in a 'position and: she]1as no idea how
we are going to get a move on !

You can bear the Foreign Office
pundits shrugging the whole thing off
as of no consequence, of not making
even one per cent difference to ·past
policies. -.., ..••.,-

Without any positive 'commitment
on a dialogue, New. Delhi .seems to
have begun mounting pressure on
Moscow, which could only invite

FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

China In The Bull- Shop

6

View from Delhi

EXCEPT with the heavily affiuenc-
ed Moscow lobby and the shrill

Taiwan lobby, a dialogue with China
is about the most lr~spectable thing
to demand in New Delhi. It is the
season's fashion, the ;political fasbion-
ists getting tbe cue from Mrs Indira
Gandhi's confused pronouncements at
her New Year Day Press conference.
What was branded anti-national wben
others said it passes {or patriotism.
when the political fashionists say it.

Taken to~etber, Mrs Gandhi's state-
ments on China could at best be in-
terpreted to mean that India would
not insist on the acceptance of the
Colombo proposals as precondition
for a dialogue. Which could be stretch-
ed to mean that India would be pre-
pared to consider any otber set of
prooosais by way of an alternative
without formally giving up her stand
on the Colombo proposals. But be-
tween optimistic interpretations of this
kind at one end and the cynical dis-
missal of the statements as "nothing
new", tbere is a wbole world: of un-
reality. .

As pointeO"out in this column last
week, much would depend on Mr
Richard Nixon's own attitude to China.
The United States Department of State
is divided into two lobbies-a China
lobby and a Taiwan lobby..: Any U.S.
effort at a settlement with China would
be for an "overall" settlement which
would include the settl~ment of the
Sino-Indian border dispute, leaving
the Soviet Union high and dry. This
exrplains the discomfiture of, New
Delhi's Moscow lobby at the signs of
"shift" in India's China policy.

The Soviet pressure is for an Indo-
Pakistan settlement so that India
would not have to settle with China
and an Asian confrontation could be
ensured with the help of Soviet arms
dumos in India.

Mrs Gandhi has not committed
anything about a dialogue with China
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its policies, at the expense of a tenta-
tive attempt on the part of the minority
group of militants who were for a more
positive and radical line. This group
received short shrift in the delegates'
session, which was marked by a un-
animity of opinion which helped to
render the proceedings unusually pla-
cid and ~atteLof f~ct.

Although the congress in its resolu-
tion on Kerala came out will! stringent
criticism of the CPI, it is felt by
observers here that politically th~re is
not any difference worth speaking bet-
ween the CPI and the Marxists.

The accent on the parliamentary
system as an instrument for achieving
revolution was further underscored by
the Party Secretary, Mr Sundaraiyya,
at a Press briefing. To a question whe-
ther any effective administration and
radical reforms are possible in the
United Front set-up, as in Kerala,
which the questioner dubbed was of
dubious effectiveness, Mr Sundaraiyya
replied that the party did not feel so
and that it had done something subs-
tantial.

The resolution and this reply clearly
indicate that the Marxists have be-
come respectable and thoroughly 'con-
stitutional'. A victory for the present
leadership, but the price it will have to
pay in terms of popular support might
be very heavy. The climate in
Kerala is veering towards the radical
as was "evidenced by the fervour of the
massive gathering at the final rally.
Whether the !popular following would
accept the Party line and the Party
leadership would be able to take the
popular following along with them as
they did with most of the 396 dele-
gates who participated in the discus-
sions, is a moot point. Competent
observers here feel that by its new
political line that is old, the party has
opened the way for the emergence of
a third communist party.

The party affirmed its equidistance
from both Moscow and Peking. But
it is interesting to note that while no
picture of Mao was there at the venue,
the reference to the Soviet Union was

. unusually mild all through.
The resolution on democratic unity

would, it seems, indicate the pragma-
tic line the party is going to foll~w in

Party Congress
RAM]I

Kerala

THE eighth Congress of the Mar-
xists in Ernakulam was a big

show, the biggest ever of its kind wit-
nessed by Kerala. The final days'
Jatha led by 25,000 uniformed Red
v~lunteers, followed by a multi-Iakh-
strong stream of partymen and sympa-
thisers from all corners of the State
and from Tamil Nadu too, took over
four hours to cross a point. It was a
show of strength, a display of the
party's organising capacity and re-
SOurces. The whole city was swamp-
ed by the influx of contingents from
far and near and traffic went haywire
on aC.£Quntof the big concentration of
trucks, buses and assorted vehicles in
which the demonstrators had arrived.

But, while conceding all this, one is
still puzzled over it all. What did the'
Marxist Party Congress throw up
ultim.ately, after this tremendous exer-
cise in discussion, drafting, press brief-
ing etc, not to f>peakof the massive
behind-the-scene activities needed to
stage such a national meet on so im-
pressive a scale ?

Even ardent and well-informed sym-
tpathisers of the party feel that the
proverbial mountain has been in labour
to bring forth a very conventional
mouse. Others compare it to a typical
AICC sessiclt. The old leaders have
been reconfirmed in their seats, the
Polit Bureau remains unimpaired, the
Central Committee has suffered no
dent worth ~peaking. It has been

'pruned down to 28 from 35. Political
interpreters here attach some signifi-
cance to the fact that three CC men
among those who have been dropped
-Jagjit Singh Laylpuri of Punjab, N.
L. Upadyaya of Mysore and Sankariah
of Tamilnad,-are known for their
militant approach. This fact placed
against the placidity and conventional
note of the proceedings and the old
content of the newly worded resolu-
tions help to strengthen this assump-
tion. The party leadership, it is felt,
has succeeded in entrenching itself and
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be a year of better reporting was ra-
ther churlish. Maybe the headline in a
local daily about a hostile crowd boo-
ing the Prime Minister at Jamshedpur
was off the mark. But that did not
call for a long sermon and narration
of an unrelated: incident-of how
someone was angry and excited in
Maharashtra and would not let her car
pass until he had washed her feet I

Outside what she said: about China
and Pakistan, the Press conference did
not add to one's knowledge about any-
thing relating to the Government's
policy or functioning. An excuse
offered in the past for not holding a
monthly Press conference was that
Members of Parliament were touchy
about the Prime Minister making any
statement concerning policy outside
Parliament. So she couldn't meet the
Press on the eve of a session or dur-
ing a session. That might have been
a good excuse, if the Prime Minister
did not have anything important to say
when she found it possible to meet
the Press.

At her latest encounter with the
Press, Mrs Gandhi showed greater
finesse in evading questions which were
not very convenient but one gasped
at the ignorance she ,feigned on occa-
sions. For instance, the Bill to ban
company donations to political parties
is an issue dividing the Cabinet, and
the political survival of the Congress
at the mid-term polls hinges on big
money. But when asked about the
fate of the Bill she thought is was be-
fore some select committee or some-
thing. The fact is, the Bill has passed
all stages and remains to be taken up
in the Lok Sabha and the Government
has been evading a firm commitment
on when it w0.llid be moved:.

January 5~ 1969
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1967

41.12
45.36

1.10
3.78

40.81
39.04
0.96
3'.71

. 41.51
52.23

1.26
3.83

48.63
62.79

1.29
3.79

1962

47.29
62.45

1.31
3.83
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1957

46.70
53.94

1.16
3.66

46.14
60.16

1.30
3.72

37.64
61.60

1.64
7.08

38.92
63.40

1.63
5.84

its electoral support. The proportion
of seats obtained by the Congress al-
ways exceeded the proportion of votes
it received in West Bengal, as is re-
vealed by Table I. But whereas the
gap between these two proportions
was enormous in 1952, it was reduced
considerably over these years. The
"Congress multiplier", the ratio of
these two proportions, (which should
equal one, if the party's representation
in the assembly exactly agrees with its
electoral support) exceeded one, in
every election, even in 1967, but its
magnitude declined from 1.63 in 1952
to 1.10 in 1967. In other words, the
imbalance between seats and votes, a
consequence of the electoral laws, did
not work as favourably in 1967, as it
did in 1952. What contributed most
to this decline in the "Congress multi-
plier" was the practice among the left-
wing parties to form electoral alliances
in order to fight unitedly against the
ruling party. Assuming the same
amount of support, with or without
alliances, the latter helped to pool the
individual supports of various parties
_ none of which came anywhere near
the support enjoyed by the Congress
_ together, and, thereby, provided the
best mechanism for securing the lat-
ter's defeat.

On the other hand, the formation of
an ~lliance in itself produced some di-

London

TABLE 1
CqNGRESS MULTIPLIER: 1952-1967,

1952

BIPLAB DAS GUPTA

A. STATE AVERAGES.
Percentage of votes
Percentage of seats
Congress multiplier
Contestants per seat

B. MORE DEVELOPED DISTRICTS. ~
Percentage of votes
Percentage of seats
Congress multiplier
Contestants per seat

C. LESS DEVELOPED DISTRICTS.¥- ~
Percentage of votes 40.38 45.35 45.48
Percentage of seats 65.45 -68.18 61.48
Congress multiplier 1.62 1.50 1.35 ,
Contestants- per seat 4.44 3.77 3.85

Calcutta, Howrah, Hooghly, 24-Parganas, Burdwan, & Nadia.
Darjeeling, Jalpaiguri, Midnapore, Bankura, Birbhum, Purulia,
Murshidabad, West Dina}pur, & Cooch Behar.

United Front :
Politics And Elections
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respect of democratic unity. The
concept of the scope of this 'demo-
cracy' has been widened to include
such parties as the BangIa Congress
which during the last elections was
unacceptable to the party. The impli-
cation is that the Party would be
ready for compromise in order to win
electoral victories and get into power. THE defeat of the Congress party

It would seem to many observers in the 1967 election marked a
that the party leadership has become turning point in the politics of West
enamoured of immediate power, how- Bengal. But, judged in the light of the
ever ineffective and token it might be, electoral developments of the past fif-
at the price of militancy. The conces- teen years, this defeat was not solely
sian that the national bourgeois have due to a sharp fall in the share of
a positive and progressive role in the votes going to the Congress. In fact,
country is yet another indication of its share, at 41.12% in 1967, was
the erosion of the revolutionary spirit higher than the 38.92% it received in
of the P~rty. 1952. But, whereas in 1952 it bagged

Among the sidelights it could be, 149 seas out of 235 contested, which
seen that of the 396 delegates (out of gave it an overwhelming majority in
412) who attended the session, 110 the legislature, in 1967, a slightly
were from West Bengal and 90 from higher vote was not sufficient to retain
Kerala. It is not known how West it in power.
Bengal with a lower membership than The rules governing the elections in
Kerala got a bigger number of dele- West Bengal, as elsewhere in India,
gates. The delegates were mostly always favoured the Congress party in
from States outside the Hindi belt. In the past. The multiplicity of parties
the new Central Committee there is and-candidates, contesting against one
no member from Orissa, Gujarat, and another as also against the ruling
Mysore. I patty, led to the "wastage" of a large
• Some of the delegates were genuine- number of non-Congress votes, and
ly under the impression that the Party enabled the latter, in spite of being a
had fraternal ties with nine communist minority party, to capture many more
parties including Japan, Indonesia, seats than were justrfied in terms of
North Korea etc. But the party had
sent invitations only to its counter-
,parts in North Korea, North Vietnam,
Cuba and Rumania. While - these
countries did not send_ any delegates
they also. failed to send even formal
messages of greetings to the Party
Congress. Mr Sundaraiyya laid this at
the doors of the Centre, ,.stating that
the postal department might have tam-
pered with the q1essages. Anyway it
is plain that the Party has yet to
establish fraternal relations with other
parties outside the country.

All told, it was an impressive meet.
But the intriguing question has been
thrown up : what exactly does it mean
in terms of a revolutionary solution
so necessary to fight a steadily deterio-
rating situation in which parliamentary
reforms have never been able to match ¥-
the pace and scope of the inroads of ¥-¥-
r(faction?
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Other smaller parties receiYed 0.28% of votes.

decided to leave the Front. It is true
that, alliance or no alliance, the sup-
port for the independents, right-w~ng
parties, or the PSP, was bound to
show decline, because of the transfor-
mations which had taken. place in
West Bengal politics since 1952. But
the formation of the alliances made it
difficult for these smaller groups to
earn the support of those who desired
a change in the government, by re-
maining outside of it, and, most cer-
tainly, played an important role in
reducing these groups to insignificance.

The above account is likely to con-
vey a misleading impression that the
alliances are merely electoral devices,
used to maximise the number of seats
obtained by their constituents. United
Fronts, formed on the eve of the elec-

by tions, with the sole purpose of unseat-
ing the ruling party, are not unknown
in India. In many cases these include
parties with extremely divergent views
on important social and economic, as
well as political questions. The unit-
ed fronts in West Bengal also con-
tained in the past parties with conflict-
ing views, but for two important rea-
sons these were never purely opportu-
nistic get-togethers amoI}g groups with
little but the immediate electoral in-
terests in common. First, right from
the beginning, (except in the case of
the PULF in 1967) the Marxist com-
ponent \vas overwhelmingly strong
within the alliance, which brought
some homogeneity in its approach.

,The United Front of 1957 was consti-
tuted of the CPI, RSP, Marxist For-
ward Bloc, Forward Bloc, and PSP.
Of these, the first three officially adher-
ed to some form of Marxism or the
other. The Marxist Forward Bloc
adopted the symbol of the CPI in the
election, and formed a part of the
communist bloc in the legislature. The
Forward Bloc also claimed to be a
Marxist party, and, in the 1957 elec-
tion, was officially described as "For-
ward Bloc (Marxist) ", although it
discreetly dropped the "marxist" label
very soon afterwards. And, as dis-
tinct from the Samjukta Maharashtra
Samiti in Bombay, which allowed the
Jana Sangh and the Hindu Mahasabha
into the organisation, the' United
Front was strictly "leftist" in West

Fewer Independents
The declining support for the Inde-

pendents over the past fifteen years is
to a large extent attributable to the
polarising effect 'of these alliances. It
was not only that their number de~lin-
ed - there were 614 independents
chasing 235 seats in J 952, compared
with only 295, in both 1962 and
1967, spread over a larger number of
constituencies - their electoral. sup-
Rort also declined very sharply, from
about 22% in 1952 to 10.98% in
1962 and 8.31 % in 1967, which also
included the votes for the independents
sponsored by the united fronts in the
last two elections. The growth of the
alliances is also associated with a sharp
fall in' the support for the rightwing
parties, (wl1ich were excluded from
the former). despite their growing in-
fluence in northern India. In 1952
the right-wing part,ies accounted for
8.05% of the votes, which was not
far short of the 10.76% collected by
the communists in the same year. But
their support declined to 3.13% in the
following election', and, in -1967, they
accounted for slightly more than 2%
of the votes. Support for the PSP
crashed from a high 9.85% in 1957
to a meagre 4.98% in 1962, when it

..

Congress
Left Communists
Bangla Congress
Right Communists
Forward Bloc
S.S.P.
P.S.P.
R.S.P.
S.U.c.
L.S.S.
Gurkha League
R.W.P.I.
Jana Sangh
Swatantra
Independents
~ Including

it.
Assuming one United Front.
Actual result.
Share of votes.

TABLE 2
\

PARTY-COMPOSITION OF THE STATE ASSEMBLY IN 1967:
ACTUAL, AND ASSUMING ONE UNITED LEFT FRONT.

ABC
83 127 41.12
70 45~ 18.35
39 34 9.78
21 16 6.65
18 15 4.44
10 7 224
6 7 1.80
7 6 1.75
5 '4 1.22
5 5 0.64
5 5 0.39
2 2 0.38
1 1 1.34
l' , 1 0.81

10 10 8.31
Marxist Forward Bloc and independents sponsored

fferences in the arithmetic - the ag-
gregate support of the constituents
under the umbrella of a united front
did not equal the sum of their indivi-
dual supports. In sbme cases, it is
true, it alienated the supporters of
some of the constituents. It is not im-
probable that a section of the suppor-
ters' of the SSP opted to vote for the
Congress, rather' than support a Left
Communist candidate sponsored by
the United Front, to which both of
these parties belonged in 1967. But,
on balance, there are strong reasons
to believe that the formation of these
alliances -.alsohelped to win more sup-
port for the constituents. These alli-
ances consolidated the opposition
strength, and thereby provideEl the
electorate with a viable alternative to
the Congress rule. The victory of the
ruling party was no longer a foregone
conclusion, and the Front attracted
the support of many of those who
were likely to stay away from the poll-
ing booth when there was no prospect
for the defeat of the latter. It also
helped to polarise the main political
forces in the State into two (three in
1967) rival camps, and made life diffi-
cult for those who chose, or were com-
pelled, to remain outside the alliance.

- A.
B.
C.



the questian af the farmatian af an
electoral alliance in 1967 were preced-
ed by the faod movement af 1966.
This movement, which began as a
spontaneous upsurge against the graw-
ing famine conditians in the rural
areas and the failure af the ratianing
system in the tawns, and spread like
farest fire amang the masses all over
the State, drew the left parties toge-
ther in a united mavement far the
lfirst time after a gap af four years:
The prevailing moad of the people
was unmistakably against the ruling
party, and their intense desire for a
united front. The common political ex-
perience thraugh the mass struggles,
and -the pressure of papular demand,
campelled all the left parties, exclud-
ing the PSP, to. accept in principle the
need far an alliance which wauld fight
unitedly in the election. Until the last
electian Bangla Congress was an en-
tirely unknown commadity, withaut
having any clear evidence of the ex-
tent of support it enjoyed... and apart
from its participatian in the foad
movement, it was not clear what this
party stood for an palicy and ideolo-
gical questions. (I daubt if it is clear
even now). On the other hand, the res-
pective areas af strength af the twa
parts af the ance undivided Cammu-
nist Party, were also. nat properly de-
marcated. The mutual distrust af the
Left Communists, an the ane side,
and BangIa Cangress and Right Cam-
munists on the ather, also. cantributed
to. the breakdown af the negatiatians.
That this failure to. unite, an the part
af the left parties, was nat consistent

~with the papular desire, was recognised
by these parties themselves when,
after the election, they decided to. jain
tagether to. form the United Fl;ant
Government.

Assuming no. increase in electaral
support, (which the formatian af ane
alliance was undaubtedly gaing to.
baast), such a front could wrest 44
seats fram the Cangress and 1
from the PSP. It was gaing to.
allow a camfartable majority af
112, far the United Front Gavern-
ment, in the legislature, instead of a
pre.carious 24 it had in the last legis-
lature. And assuming that the alli-
ance always picked the ,gtrangest party

Food Movement
Similarly, the negotiatians which

took place between variaus parties on

ruling party fram pawer thraugh the
electians.

The withdrawl af PSP fram the
1962 United Frant was nat a measure
taken an the eve af the electian. The
United Frant began shawing signs af
disintegratian saan after the electian
of 1957., It was nat because there
was no impartant political issue in
West Bengal which cQ;uld hold them
tagether. The bad harvests at the be-
ginning af the Second Five Year Plan,
and the failure af the procurement po-
licy, created a severe food crisis. The
resignatian af Mr Siddhartha Roy
fram the Cabinet an this issue, and his
'decisian to. cantest as an independent
supparted by the United Front, provid-
ed the left mavement with an opportu-
nity to. censure the faod policy of the
gavernment, which they did very effec-
tively. Even during this united cam-
paign one cauld detect same uneasiness
an the part af the PSP leadership
abaut the grawing strength af the
cammunists. But a more impartant
cause for their dissatisfaction was to
be faund autside the baundaries af this
State, in Kerala, where the commu-
nists came to power despite the split-
ting af the apposition vate by the
PSP. The issues b~ing debated in
Kerala had far-reaching implicatians
far the whale of India, including West
Bengal, which cauld hardly be ignor-
ed by the leadership af the PSP.
Whereas in 1957 the defiance af the
central leMership by its West Bengal
unit, on the questian af alliance with
the communists, ~as excusable, the
extent of invalvement of this party in
Kerala, itscollaboratian with the
Cangress far the remaval af t~e Nam-
baadiripad GavegIment, virtu~l1y ruled
aut its caoperatian with the Commu-
nists in the mass mavements in West
Bengal. Accardingly, this party dis-
sociated itself from the massive food
mavement of 1959. Its isalatian fram
the other left partjes in the 1962 elec-
tian was a rather logical cansequence
af its withdrawal from the left move-
ments af the State.
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Bengal, with "democratic socialism"
as the minimum qualification for ad-
mission. The United Front of 1962
included two new parties-SUC and
RCPI-both declaring allegiance to
Marxism, and excluded the PSP. The~
United Left Front of 1967 included
the Left CPI, RSP, SUC, RWPI,
RCPI, Marxist .Forward Bloc, and
SSP. Of these parties only SSP, an
offshoot of the old PSP, had no for-
mal loyalty to Marxism. The rival
left front, People's United Left Front,
however, was an exception to this rule
of the domination of the alliances by
Marxist elements. The latter was do-·
rninated by Forward Bloc and Bangla
Congress, with the Right CPI, the only
important Marxist party (ignoring the
Bolshevik Party) as a mere camp
follower. The alliance which has re-
cently been formed in West Bengal,
for contesting the coming mid-term
election, includes all the parties for-
merly belonging to the U!--F or
PULF, and also twa' district-based
parties, Gorkha League and Lok Sevak
Sangh. Judged from the distribution
of seats among the parties belonging
to the alliance, the Marxist compo-
nent is still relatively strong, al-
though probably nat so strong as it
was in the previous alliances.

Secondly, an important feature of
these united fronts is their close link
with the left-wing mass mavement.
The constituents of the United Front
in 1957 took part, unitedly, in a series
of broadbased mass movements in the
years \preceding the el~ction. The
most important af these )Rere the
tramfare mavement of 1953, the tea-
chers' strike af 1954, and the anti-
merger movement of 1956. The very
same parties also. fought two bye-elec-'
tions, on a united platform, an the
question of the proposed merger of
West Bengal and Bihar, and both the
impact af the mass struggles and their
success in these bye-elections forced
the gavernment to withdraw this pro-
posal. Their participation in the 1957
electian was viewed as a natural ex-
tension of their mass activities ·on .a
new front. The negotiatians for seats
between the constituents were made
easier by the fact that there was no.
immediate prospect of disladging the
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Bangia Congress
It is undeniable that the entry of

BangIa Congress into West Bengal po-
litics did scale down the influence of
the Marxist parties within the alliance.
As a consequence, the alliance has
lost the relative ideological homoge-
neity it enjoyed in the past, when the
aggregate strength of the non-commu-
nist parties (including the smaller
Marxist parties), measured by their
electoral support, was less than half
the strength of the CPI alone. At pre-
sent, the non-Marxist parties, exclud-
ing the independents, account for
about two-fifths of the total strength
of the .alliance. Apart from the im-
portance attached to Mr Ajoy Mukher-
jee, as the 'first non-Congress Chief
Minister of the State, the importance
of BangIa Congress lies largely in its
ability to win seats in areas where the
left-wing mass movement is yet to
grow in substantial [proportion; and
partly in its negative ability in making
the other left parties lose seats, if it
is not a member of the alliance. In
1967, this party caused the members
of the ULF to lose 15 seats to the
Congress, and collected 34 seats. Its
share of seats at 12.14% far exceeded
its share of votes, at 9.78%. Its poli-
tical influence, both as the second
largest non-Congress party and also
as the leading non-Marxist party with-
in the ldliance can hardly be ignored.

On the other hand, the participation
of BangIa Congress in the United
Front, and in the mass activities spon-
sored by the latter, has also contribut-
ed a great deal towards its transfor .•
mation from a party of rebel Congress-
men into an opposition party willing
to work together with thr left-wing
parties. As distinct frOm rebel Cong-
ress organisations in other States, this

I party has always preferred to be des-
cribed as a left party, and has taken
part in the left-wing mass movements.
Its dissociation from the Bharatiya
Kranti Dal on the question of cOlJ.a-
boration with the Left Communists a
few months back, makes an interesting
contrast with its attitude towards the
same party in October 1967 when
the leader of BangIa Congress and the
Chief Minister, Mr Ajoy Mukherjee,
contemplated joining hands with the

127
, 70

37
10
10

156
58
42
33
23

the Gurkha League and an independent
sponsored by this front. The consti-
tuents of the PULF also lost 15 seats
(three each of the Right CPI, BangIa
Congress, and the Forward Bloc) : 10
because of the Left CPI, 4 due to the
SSP, and 1 due to the SUC. Among
the other parties the SSP lost 3, and
the SUC and the RSP one each, be-
cause of the intervention of the PULF
candidates.

Less than 10%
Between 10% and 19.9%
Between 20% and 29.9%
MOre than 30%

Percentage margin of victory
Less than 1%
Between 1% and 1.9%
Between 2% and 2.9%
Between 3% and 3.9%
Between 4% and 4.9%
Between 5% and 5.9%
Between 6% and 6.9%
Between 7% and 7.9%
Between 8% and 8.9%
Between 9% and 9.9%
Between 10% and 14.9%
Between 15% and 19.9%
Between 20% and 29.9%
¥ore than 30%

No of constituencies
Percentage of votes 1962 1967
Less than 10% 1 0
Between 10% and 19.9% 4 3
Between 20% and 29.9% 11 28
Between 30% and 34.9% 15 40
Between 35% and 39.9% 37 53
Between 40% and 44.9% 26 63
Between 45% and 49.9% 54 51
Between 50% and 54.9% 51 ·24
Between 55% and 59.9% 30 / 12
More than 60% 22 6

Total 251 280'
\

TABLE 3
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGE OF VG'l'ES IN ALL
THE WEST BENGAL CONSTITUENCIES FOR THE. CONGRESS 'pARTY IN

1962-67.

TABLE 4
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PERCENTAGE MARGIN OF VICTORY

OF THE CONGRESS PARTY IN 1962.1967.

No of constituencies
1962 1967
6 7
3 10
2 8
5 5
6 8
7 5

10 9
·4 11
8 3
7 4

26 19
16 18
33 10
23 10

candidate for each constituency, the
composition of the legislatpre was go-
ing to be what is given in Table 2.

The party which suffered /most
from this disunity among the left par-
tes was the Left CPl. It lost in all 25
seats, because of the intervention of
the candidates of the rival front: 12

/ of those candidates -belonged to BangIa
Congress, 9 to the Right CPI, 2 to
the Forward Bloc, and one each to
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tiya Jatiya Dal af Mr Asutosh Ghosh,
would weaken the Congress iParty
more than the parties belanging to. the
United Left Front.

Seat Distribution
One would expect the distributian of

seats within the alliance to reflect the
relative political strength of the indivi-
dual constituents. But in the absence of
any indisputable measure for weighing
the respective palitical strength of vari-
ous parties, (not even opinian palls),
the decisions on seat distribution are
narmally based on the records of the
immediately preceding electian. Each
party is all<?wedto retain the seats it
won in the previous election, and in
additian, is allowed to put farward
candidates in the constituencies where
its performance was satisfactary in the
last e~ectian, irrespective af the shifts
which might have taken place in the
palitical complexian of these canstitu-
encies in the mean time. (A kind of
"Dasgupta formula" was always papu-
lar with the United Fronts) . The
averall distribution of seats is expected
to correspond to the relative strength
of various parties, as revealed by the
previaus election. Such a method af
seat distribution discriminates against
the most rapidly growing parties, and
favaurs thase lasing suppart over time.
It favoured the PSP in J 957, when
the latter was allowed to cantest in
a large number of constituencies in
24-Parganas and Calcutta on the basis
of its past record, although the iPaliti-
cal strength af the communists in those
areas was nat in daubt. The dissocia-
tion af the PSP from the 1962 alliance
helped to. somewhat rectify this ana-
malaus situatian. The disruption af
unity among the left in 1967, although
affecting the overall performance of
these parties in aggregate, helped es,.
tablish their relative strength at
that point of time. If' there
were no discontinuity in the alliance,
parties like the PSP were going to be
allocated in 1967 a much higher pro-
portion of seats than they deserved in
terms of their strength. The seat dis-

,tribution 'announced by the United
Front probably averrepresents BangIa
Congress, which has suffered from the
defection of abaut half of its elected

relative strength underwent radical
transformatian during this period. The
cammunist vate increased from
J 0.76% to 24.96%, between 1952 and
1962, while the share of votes gaing
to. the PSP declined from 13.29%
(adding tagether the votes for the
KMPP, Socialists, and the Farward
Blac-Ruikar group) to 4.99%, apart
from the falls in the shares af the in-
dependents and the right-wing parties.
Whereas in J 952 "Cangress palitics"
was in daminance, despite the low
electaral suppart for the Cangress-
arganisatian, the army of independents
and like minded parties canstitu!i?g
a reserve strength the cansalidatian of
the forcres af the non-right appasition
and their success in the subsequent
electians reflected the declining
stren~th of "Cangress palitics", irres-
tpective af the apparent gains made by
the Congress arganisatian until 1967.

It is remarkable that when in 1967
the Cangress party's share af vates
suffered a 6% decline, this fall was
nat evenly spread among the districts.
If ane classifies the districts of West
Bengal into twa graups, the mare de-
velaped six near Calcutta, and the
athers, th decline was greater in the
farmer in terms of vates, and even
greater in terms of seats. (See Table
1). A l.?rge part af this cauld be. ex-
plained by the impressive strength of
the'left mavement in the farmer, and
by its virtual non-existence in the
latter, until very recently.

The 1967 election has also. under-
lined the present electaral base af the
once mighty Congress party. Where-
as in 1962, the Congress obtained
mare than 50% of the - vates in 103
seats, in 1967 in an enlarged legisla-
ture the number af such seats was 42.
(See Tables 3 and 4). In ather words,
even assuming no. swing against the
Congress, anly a realignment of poli-
tical farces within the -oppasitian wauld
be sufficient to. bring the number of
seats obtained by that party down to.
less than 50, in an assembly of 280
members. On the other hand, there
are reasons to. believe that the compe-
tition af some 9f the newly created
parties like Bharatiya Lok Dal, of
Mr Humayun Kabir, BangIa Jatiya
Dal of Mr Jehangir Kabir, and Bhara-

Cangress party. The large-scale de-
fectians from this party in Navember
last year bath weakened its position
within the alliance, and also cleaned
the arganisatian af thase elements
whose hastility tawards the cammu-
nists taak precedence over their feel-
ings against the Congress party. This
party is yet to develap a clear-cut
idealagical approach, but, time and:
again, it has proved itself respansive
to. papular opinion with respect to the
question of its association with the
left-wing parties. The cantinuatian
of BangIa Congress in the left alliance
is an evidence of the strength af the
traditian of united fronts in West
Bengal politics, and also the pressure
of non-Congress public opinion in
favaur of one united frant of 9Pposi-
tion parties.

The palarisatian of the political
forces of the _State into two rival
camps, and the rapid process of eli-
minatian af the right-wing parties and
the independents, also benefited the
Cangress party for a period of time.
Its electaral suppart increased from
38.93% in 1952, to. 46.14% in 1957,
and to 47.29% in 1962. Bath the
Cangress party and the participants' in
the alliance gained at the cost af those
who. were autside af these two camps,
until J 967. Because the Congress
party was firmly saddled in the gov-
ernment, many of the independents
and the influential persanalities of the
right-wing parties found it more attrac-
tive tal jain the ruling party, which
also increased the latter's support in
the electians. But, for two reasons,
this increase in its share of vates was
nat as satisfactory as it loaked on
paper. First of all, this impravement
in vates failed to be registered in terms
of seats, and the "Congress multi-
plier" in fact was reduced during this
periad fram 1.63 in 1952 to. 1.30 in
1957 and 1.31 in 1962. Secand-
ly, this periad also. witnessed a
vast change in the political cam-
plexion of the State, with the rapid
growth of the left-wing, particularly
cammunist, suppart. A law vate for
the Congress in the first electian was
far less meaningful than a low vote in
1962 Or J 967, since the campasitian
of the non-Cangress farces and their
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able of winning a single seat on their tering of the movement, is, in the long
own, and in c01I1iPetitionwith the other run, conducive to the interests of the
left parties-and the consequent. splin- left-wing mQyement in the State.

Diary

the United Front being the two fronts
of the oppressive machinery.

~ ~
Integrators can profitably take a trip

to Calcutta during the Christmas-New
Year period. ~ It would gladden their
hearts to find the degree to which this
Christian festival is celebrated by
non-Christians or, to be precise, the
Bengali Hindus. Of course, during
British occupation it was the festival
of the master and so got the import-
ance it deserved under the circumstan-
ces. But now with a whole new gene-
ration who have never known what
foreign rule is, we might have expect-
ed decline of the Burra Din spirit, but
the facts are otherwise. Perhaps the
climate has something to do. This is
probably the only period when one-
can go out without discomfort. The
examinations and the results too are
out before Christmas and schools
open only after New Year.

This time the festive spirit was a
little more in evidence, if anything.
The urchins apparently took over and
figures of Father Christmas appeared
on pavements in true Calcutta style.
Santa Claus also was reported to have
been seen on the streets. Christmas
cakes have been more in evidence. Even
street-corner shops inside residential
areas put on disp.lay their stocks of
cakes and buyers were not few. All
"this no doubt will sadden the hearts
of those stalwarts of Hinduism, the
Jana Sangh. Incidentally, barring iso-
lated and not very serious incidents,
Christmas and New Year festivities in
Calcutta have not produced anything
like the shameful chaos in the lana
Sangh stronghold of Delhi last year.

Given the proper political climate I
wonder why the centuries-old cleavage
between Muslims and Hindus should
not be bridged. If we Hindus can
start wishing each other happy new

CYAN KAPUR

Calcutta
-.

members, while making no apparent
gain in new areas since the last elec-
tion. The 'Share of seats going to the
Left Communists probably underesti-
mates their popular following. Fur-
thermQre, the success likely to be
achieved by an overrepresented party
because of this favourable seat distri-
bution, arid the support received from
the other parties in the coming elec-
tion would establish its claim for a GIVEN the present set-up the in-
similar share in the future elections, evitable has happened and tram
despite its loss of popular support. fareshave-gone up by as much as 50%
Again, its success in the election, as a on some routes, with a similar rise in
member of the alliance, would in its monthly tickets. Concessions have been
turn enable this !party to expand, or to announced for students but these are
limit the c;:rosionof its popular follow- not likely to be -availed of for various
ing. For the parties making a faster reasons, the main being the time limit.
growth in popular support, their share A worthwhile innovation seems to be
of seats in the legislature would be the zonal monthly tickets which might
static in future, and out of touch with be useful fol' some. -
their strength outside the legislature, Bus fares are also slated to go up
and this in itself wouid to some extent· by the end of the month, for State
circumscribe their rate of expansion, Transport as also private. The spo-
even in spheres outside the As~embly. radic protests against increase in fares
Without occasional disruptions in the in trams have almost died down and
continuity of the united fronts, like with the elections lfardly a week away
those which occurred in 1967, and when the bus fares will go up it is not
partly in 1962, this imbalance bet- likely that the left parties will look
ween the relative popular support and with favour on any widespread move-
the relative share of seats of the diff- ment against the fare increase. So,
erent parties is hard to remedy' the bus fare increase . as and when it
through negotiations withiq the aIli- comes will also be accepted passively.
ance.. What Ipuzzles me is the timing of

Secondly, while the formation of the increase. 'With less than a month
electoral alliances helps to consolidate and a half to go before a - popular
the non-rightist opposition, it also ministry is expected to come into
works, in a sense, against the consoli- -power, why this haste? After all the
dation of the left-wing forces into a loss has been going on for long. Is
smaller number of parties. The big- it that Governor Sri Dharma Vira
ger left-wing parties are. inclined to go thinks that the Congress is going to
a long way towards accommodating come back to power and wants to solve
very small left groups into the fold of the party's embarrassment over this
the alliance, mainly as an insurance issue in advance? Or is it that he
against the splitting of the non-Cong- thinks that ultimately after a brief
ress votes by the latter. Sometimes spell he is again going to be the over-
these smaller parties add extra votes lord of the administration and so wants
to the support of a large party in the to go ahead with the measure ?
all-party meetings; their inclusion is Whatever the reason, the timing has
also encouraged in order to neutralise been chosen with unerring /precision.
the domination of the. alliance by 1;lny I have a lurking suspicion that apart
one party. In the short run their in- from issuing statements against the
corporatjon into the framework of the fare rise, the United Front deep down
alliance contributes to the collective is also grateful to the Governor for
strength of the constituents. But it is getting this issue out of the way
not equally certain if this encourage- should they come to power. Which,
ment given to these microscopic enti- if true, would give sustenance to the
ties-most of which would be incap- NaxaIite theory of the Congress and

JANUARY 1 I, 1969
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COMMENTATOR

'EDITORS of national newspapers
are falling like nine:pins. It

seems there is as much instability fn
newspaper offices now as there is in
the country's politics. In a sense the
outlook for the former is darker, for
they cannot hope for a respite
through rpeans such as mid-term polls.
The only editors who can feel secure
are those who also own the papers
they claim to edit. One can safely
wager that The Hindu or Amrita
Bazar Patrika is not going to have a
new editor, but outside of this small
group no paper can claim with any
degree of certitude that its editor of
today will not be a former editor to-
morrow. Nobody had thought of in-
cluding editors in the category of the
specialists who are born not made,
but in the· past two years or so the
newspa:per owners have shown how
grave the omission was. Only the born
editors have been able to I come
through, others have fallen on the
wayside.

The Indian Express is perhaps the
only big paper which has seen no
change ~t th.e top recently. Frank
Moraes continues to be its editor-in-
chief, though he alonej can say how
secure he feels in view of his experi-
enca in tbe organisation be used: to
serve before he took up bis present
post. The Statesman bas an acting
editor for more than two months;
whether it has an editor without frills
is a matter into which the Calcutta
High Court is, presently going. The
Times of India had a new editor some
months earlier, as also The Economic
Times, a sister 'publication. Another
publication of the same group, The
Illustrated Weekly of India. has an
acting editor for quite some time
while the search for a permanent in-
cumbent goes on. The latest to join
this editor-hunt is Tht: Hindustan
Times which has startE;d the new year
with a ,new editor-I!. G. Verghese
who was \Information Adviser to the•

The Press

Uneasy Lies The Head

.
how many can afford the time to go
there?

As it is, you can get anything you
want if only you know your.way about
on Sunday. More and more wall
shops are seen open on Sundays ignor-
ing the rules about closure. Even
some bigger shops are found open.
Needing a roll of film on a Sunday I
was wondering what to do, when I
found it near the Kalighat Temple in
a shop which was apRarently kept OIpen
all the week round to take full advan-
tage of the rush of pilgrims.

CaJcutta Corporation can pat itself
on the back. At long last its efforts
are bearing fruit, it seems and worthy
disciples have started growing up in
the image of the master. The munici-
pal fathers of Patiala in Punjab got so
elated at the success of the Apollo-8
lunarnauts that they promptly voted
themselves a holiday instead of doing
any business. Here in Calcutta 9f
course the 'gurus' chose to ignore it as
they have been busy with sundry other
things like increase of tram and bus
fares.· For the time being their imme-
diate worries are over. The trouble-
some Commissioner has been sent
away, borough funds have been releas-
ed and the West Bengal Government
is paying a substantial amount which
should take care of the problems of
paying salaries to employees and also
something to the contractors. So,
everyone is happy.

I I I I
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year and celebrating Christmas why
can we not rejoice with Muslims on
Id? And embrace them. The Ben-
gali Hindu's custom of embracing on
Vijaya Dashami Day is more likely to
be an adaptation from·· Muslim cus-
toms than being a truly Hindu one. It
is not found anywhere in India among
Hindus while Muslims of all coun-
tries follow this practice. Even aware-
ness of such practices adopted from
Muslims by Hindus might serve to
bring the two peoples a bit closer.

~ ~
Why is it that we must go on fol-

lowing everything of our past masters,
even in such matters as holidays?
No doubt the weekly off is a necessity
for workers in shops and establish-
ments but it does not therefore follow
that it must invariably be on a Sun-
day. Somehow the argument that
otherwise there will be infringements
of the rule sounds hollow to me.
There are still shops which are allow-
ed to close on other days and if their
working can be controlled, there is no
reason why it can't be done for others
too.

As at present things are arranged
only for those with cars and the inde-
pendence to go out when they want or
whose womenfolk do all the shopping.
For the office or factory-going male
who has to do it, it can be only a. rush
job. The Samavayikas were opened
with much fanfare of publicity. But
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•CPI(M) congress, and of those that congress has left both its critics and
have, the majority are critical of the friends more than a trifle puzzled.
party. Accusing the CPI (M) of speak- Hindusthan Standard thinks that the
ing in two voices The Times of India CPI (M) IS about to be transformed
says that the party had -to maintain into a paper tiger, jf it is not already
its propaganda posture of standing one. Very few issues were raised at
between the "left adventurism" of the the congress which could be labelled:
Naxalites and the "class collabora- as revolutionary and the path chalked
tionist and revisionist theories" of the out for reaching the political goals set
Right Communists. At the same time, looks as respectable as any political
it had to rationalise a poJitical situa- device could be. The method approv-
tion which had imposed upon it the ed for seizure of power was the tradi-
need to collaborate with the Right. tional democratic way of ousting the
Communists and not to alienate the Congress party through a victory at
Naxalites to the point of no return. the polls-a tactic with which the
Not surprisingly, the congress has most ardent anti-Communist will find
performed neither of these task~ very no fault. The accent on the party's
convincingly. On the ideologiclal issue, spirit of independence which, it is as-
it has apparently tried to justify its serted, has enabled it to evolve a line
stand by arguing that both the Naxa- of action that is wholly distinct from
lite extremists and the Right Commu- either Moscow's or Peking's is hardly
nists, though following different paths, ideologically motivated. The move
are heading -for the same destination appears to be essentially tactical-the
where they will be only strengthening .objective presumably being to counter
the forces of reaction and counter-re- the charge of disloyalty to the nation
volution. But at the political level it or that of being an alien :party's agent..

.has recognised the necessity of main- The CPI, which has been dubbed as
taining some kind of working alliance an ally of the Congress party by the
with the Right Communists. Nor has Marxists, lost its following to the
it been able to dismiss the ultras out latter, for its mood of compromise and
of hand as starry-eyed adventurists. abandonment of extremist methods.
It stilI wants to make some attempt to It will be no sm:prise if a similar fate
prevent them from making a nuisance befalls the Marxists, too, after their
of themselves. In trying to reconcile formal and final parting of the ways
these conflicting objectives the party with the Maoists. Now it is distinctly
has resorted to some disingenuous ex- -on the cllrds that a third Communist
pedients. It has combined the bitter Party wilI be officially born, stealing
denunciation ,of the Right Communists the thunder the Marxists claim is in
as "accomplices" of the Congress their exclusive possessIon.
party and of reactionary forces' with Patriot is, of course, full of praise
an invitation to them for talks to re- for the decisions at the CPI (M) cong-
solve mutual differences. A precisely ress. It says that from Burdwan to
a!ticulated strategy for dealing with .' Cochin the party has come a long way
the ultras has probably stilI to be towards a more realistic appraisal of
worked out, but Mr Namboodiripad the Indian reality and readjustment of
has spoken on other occasions of the its political programme. Symptomatic
need to contain Naxalite' exuberance of thi~ change is the call issued from
not merely through administrative Cochin for a joint front and united
measures but through political means action on the part of the' democratic
as well. The ,result is that in fhe forces to secure freedom and advance,
effort to combine a rigid ideological towards socialism. For maintaining
:posture with flexible political tactics its distinction the CPI (M) may still
the party'has_put itself in the position demarcate itself sharply from the posi-
of the Iris.h judge who proclaimed his tions of the CPI on many issues but
high-minded intentions by announcing experience has obviously taught it the
that he would lean neither to partia- inevitability of joint action. There
lity on the one side nOr to impartia- are many other signs that the sharpness
iity on the other. Inevitably, the the party had claimed for its differen-

Prime Minister. Of course, the paper
is not a new hand at thi~ game, for it
has had four editors in less than two
years-a record as yet unapproach-
ed by any other paper. It should be
added in fairness to the proprietors
that all those who have been forced to
vacate the eaitorial chairs have not
been given the sack. Some of them
left seeing the shadows of coming
events; SOme others were shunted to
inferior assignments, for even in these
days of editorial eclipse no job in a
newspaper can be equated with the
editor's. Those who were not fortu-
nate enough to belong to either of
these categories had to leave, with or
without compensation.

The last bastion of the Old English
type-face in newspaper masthead has.
collapsed'. The. Times of India had
doggedly clung to tradition while all
other big papers adopted the new look
with varying degrees of hesitancy. But
its stubbornness has given way and the
paper has rung in the new year with a
new masthead; for, as the paper an-
nounces, the Old English type-face has
had' its day, and the modern trend is
for a mOre elegant and simpler type.
With new types in the mastheads and
new names as editors in imprint lines,
the big papers can now genuinely
claim that in step with the changing
times they have changed themselves
from top to bottom. What appears in
between is of less consequence. But
even of this some papers are' not un-
mindful. The current fashion is
against single-column setting of edito-
rials, and the majority of the papers
have already discarded the antiquated
practice. Despite their initial resis-
tance, others may be expected to fol-
low suit; all that is required perhaps
is induction of newer editors who will
lfind that the only way to make their
presence felt in their newspapers is to
change the editorial lay-out. He must
be a professional debunker if, in spite
of new mastheads, new editors, and
new lay-outs of editorials, anyone dar-
es to hold forth that our newspapers
are not changing for the better.

Party Congress
Few newspapers have thought it

necessary to comment on the recent

JANUARY I I, 1969
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By OUR DRAMA CRITIC

given ~ round of applause for providing!
Calcutta theatre-lovers an opportunity
of not only seeing Brecht but such a
good production of one of his plays.
Under the able guidance of The Carl
Locl]er it should stand as an object les-
son for many an aspiring producer of

..""
amateur plays.

The Caucasian Chalk Circle draws
heavily on the older forms of the dra-
matic art though the bulk of the inspi-
ration comes from the NOH of Japan.
The austere arppearance of the stage,
the richness of the costumes, the posi-
tioning and function of the chorus were
clearly in the tradition of NOH plays.
Since NOH itself drew upon even older
traditions, Brechts' genuis lay in &iv-
ing this particular form to the contents
of his play. The action takes place on
a rural background with a definit
"feudal" atmosphere. The. story be-
gins with a peasant revolt. The nobi-
lity is sacked. The "prince" loses his
head while his wife runs for her life
forgetting to take her son with her.
The son is saved by one of the maids.

The actual mother, to get hold of
some property, hunts for the "heir aIp-
parent", who is eventually found by
sbme soldiers. The climax is reached
when a drunken plebeian passes judge- -
ment and hands over the child not to
the mother but to the woman who has
brought the child up. The entire sym-
bolism of the play is a reference to
prese.nt~day society and the lfinal ver-
dict is an indictment.

Caucasian Chalk Circle The translation by Razia Sajjad
Zaheer adapted itself beautifully to the ./
production. If a criticism is to be
made it would be to suggest the ,use of
simpler Urdu· words, because, for a

THOSE who had seen the luke- play of this nature it would be better
warm performance of Skanda- to aim at maximum understanding.

'gupt on the opening day of the Cente- Overall the effect of the language was
nary Celebrations of the Hindi Theatre, effective and intelligible.
must have sat up in their seats as the The uni-dimensional sets used in.
curtain rose on Bertolt Brecht's Cauca- the play wer effective. The frontages
sian Chalk Circle. As on the !previous-of the palace and the church were ex-
day the stage was bare but became at quisite. The gold and silver gave a
onee alive with the thrust and parry of fairytale grandeur and set the tone
the actors both- through movement and against which the later events could be
through dialogue. justified. When this uni-dimensional

"Anamika", the pioneers of the treatment was extended to the peasant :<.

Hindi amateur theatre in Calcutta to- dwellings they demonstrated poverty
gether with the sister organisation and congestion. ~
"Anamika Kala Sangam" should be To these scenes and IProps the cast

he had in mind was agreement on a
bilateral machinery to settle outstand-
ing issues. This seems an advance on
the Government's earlier position.
India has everything to gain and little
to lose from exploring seriously Pakis-
tan's response. The possible new
approach outlirted l:>Y Mrs Gandhi
should be pursued. Pakistan may stl;.ll
the initiative but, in that case, it will
also have to bear the responsibility
for thwarting ·it. On China Mrs Gan-
dhi's restatement of the new approach
was both clear and correct. 1t woold
be an unfortunate constraint on our
diplomacy were the boundary questIOn
to be forever and inextricably mixed
up with the wider issue of our rela-
tions with China. The two are relat-

-ed but separate, and it should be pos-
sible to combine lfirmness with flexi-
bility. Boundary disputes are by their
very nature complex, involved, intri-
cate. Short of war, they can only be
resolved over a period of time. What
is more, an ultimate settlement itself
often depends on the state of relations
between the countries concerned.
China is hardly likely to move towards
a thaw between the two countries un-
til it suits her national interests. But
what if and when she does? Our
foreign policy 'planners should be bet-
ter prepared for such a contingency
than we were for the sudden Chinese
troop withdrawal in 1962·.
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Ties with China
The Hindustan Times has found in

the Prime Minister's comments at her
press conference on New Year's Day
on India's rel~tions with China and
Pakistan further evidence of a more
flexible approach to "our two most im-
portant neighbours." Agreeing with thy
Prime Minister that nothing can be
gained by adopting a "stand pat" atti-
tude in international affairs the
'p<lper says that in a fast-chang-
ing world it often becomes neces-
sary to alter tactics, if not strategy.
The Prime Minister has indicated
that progress can be made on Presi-
dent Ayub's conditional acceptance
of our no-war pact offer if what
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ces with the CPI is progressively wear-
ing off. On the international front it
docs not accept Maoism as Marxism-
Leninism of the present epoch. Nor
does it subscribe to the view that the
Soviet Union is restoring capitalism.
It found no difficulty in understanding
the causes that led to the Warsaw Pact
action in Czechoslovakia and support-
ing it. On the domestic front, it re-
cognises the opportunity that the par-
liamentary system offers for mobilisa-
tion of forces and advancement to-
wards socialist aims and the call for
unity of action has its relevance to
this context too. The changes in the
new central committee, even if they
are marginal, reflect departure from
dogmatism. These trends are to be
welcomed if they make sincerely for
consolidation of left unity generally
and closer understanding between the
two Communist parties in particular.
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without any acknowledgement and
when the readers jumped over him,
he came out with the truth. I am
afraid, Samaresh hurried through the
pages of Camus' The Fall, only to
write one of his recent novels, Swika-
rokti. Here are only a few clues to
how to write a masterpiece-a contro-
versial one too, and become an 'exis-
tentialist writer without experiencing
the ABC of existence.

Some of the writers are known for
their association with the Americans
as are the periodicals in which they
publish. Considering this and the
trends in present-day Bengali writings
one need not go far to detect a plot
to Americanise Bengali cu~ture and so-
ciety. Unless the readers are vigilant,
there would no doubt be more plan-
ning, more publicity in..the Press and,
if I am not mistaken, more cases
would be lfiled in the court against
obscenity by mutual arrangement bet-
ween the aspiring writers. For, every-
one knows, condemnation by law
brings publicity, money and a kind of
popularity.

Damning The Ultras

Letters

Mr Rathindranath Chattopadhyay
deserves praise for his article "Dam-
ning The Ultras" (December 28).
Though a little scrappy in contents,
the article by and large outlines the
corruption and foul play going on
in the name of progressive writing in
Bengali today.

I used to edit a Bengali literary
quarterly until lately and hardly miss
anything worth reading. . I am, convin-
ced that a section of writers and poets
have taken.Jo tactics, explained by Mr
Chattopad.J?yay, for no other reason
than mining money in the .(\merican
style.

The childish adventurism of these
writers has gone too far, so much so
that today they even do not hesitate
to malIgn the dedicated struggle of the
youth and the deprived Bengali middle
class. Samaresh Basu's recent works
are an example. The utter stu;pidity
with which these writers portray life
in Bengal today is not merely because
intelleclually they are htcking in delPth
and experience and are afraid of facing Some novels,- mentioned among
the reality. It is because· they want others by Rathindranath Chattopadh-
to see them-the. people, the life and yay in his article of December 28, and
the time-through the eyes of Henry films !ike ApanJan look almost like a
Miller, Jean-Paul Sartre or Albert conspiracy, though, perhaps the direc-
Camus. Unfortunately, while some of tar of Apanjan was not aware of it,
these great 'Westerners remain great in eager as he was to produce a hotch-
their originality, philosophy and aes- patch to capture the box office.
thetic search, their poor imitators in The mood of the Bengali youth is
Bengal are yet to reach perfection even far from placid. Many of them are
in aping them. This is the reason why 'prepared for any sacrifice, being deep-
you often find them go in for plagia- ly political and bitterly against the
rism. (Long ago Mr Buddhadeva Bose establishment and the present social
published a novel, Moulinath, which system. They want to change it basi-.
was a straightforward copy of the cally. So those who thrive in the pre-
James Joyce novel, Portrait of The sent system based on inequality, graft
Artist As a young Man, Even recently and corruption want either to suppress
he [published a novel, Golap Kanp or outlaw. the radical youth or to bring
Kalo, which is a very feeble attempt to them back to their own fold by prop a-
copy Albert Camus' The Fall. He gating alien values. They advise the
might have forgotten, while writing youth to be apolitical. The heroes in
the play,. Pata Jhare Jai, that many of some recent novels and films are averse
his not-so-intellectual readers had al:. to politics, particularly to left politics,
ready read lonesco's Chairs. I re- as if it is not the socio-economic sys-
member, "Mr Samaresh Basu publish- .tem but politics which is the root
ed a Destoevsky novel in the puja cause of the trouble. The sex pill is
number of Ultorath a few years back, supplied freely. The novelists want

For FRONTIER contact
SAURAV BASU
U ttara Agency
Ukilpara
Jalpaiguri

performed admirably. With the bene-
fit of their basic training all the play-
ers needed was the correct tempo of
speech and movement to bring alive
the dramatic contents of the play. The
"attack" was mounted at curtain-rise
and despite the three hours of the per-
formance there were no signs of res-
tiveness in the audience.

The lighting, and the music wher-
ever it was used, was an integral part
of the play, never intruding and never
diverting the attention of the audience.

It would be unfair to the cast to
single out anyone performance be-
cause the roles, both big and small,
were well acted. The4ew moments on
the stage of the recalcitrant old man
at the very beginning of the play stICk
in one's mind. Azdak could have
subdued a tendency to imitate some
of the comics of Hindi films. Grusha's
long and weary trudge could have been
more real. She should not have
appeared with her sleeves roll'ed up
while washing by the brook at the top

. of the snowclad mountain.
One cannot help but mention the

different use of masks in this play
compared with the NOH. Here Brecht
uses masks for only a part of the cast.
The ordinary \ honest folk wear no
masks so that the audience can see
and understand their real thoughts
and emotions. Those who appear in
masks are the people who neither ex-
pressed nor eXiposecLtheir. true feelings
--the hypocrites and the frauds of
society.

This was poignantly demonstrated
in the final denouement. The princess,
who was masked, was the actual
mother and had doctors and nurses
in constant attendance. Yet she for-
sook her baby when danger threaten-
ed. The maid on the other hand risk-
ed her love, her reputation and even
her life to save the child not because
she loved it but because it was a
human being. •



portians of the native bourgeaisie,
especially the portian reflecting the
interests of native industry, support
the national movement and represent
a special vacillating, compromising
tendency which may be designated- as
natianal reformism". Chinese Cam-
munists assert: "A comprador, in the
.original sense .of the ward, was the
Chinese manager or senior office em-
playee in a farign commercial estab-
lishment. The comprador s e r v e d
foreign ecanomic interests and had
close cannectians with'imperialism and
fareign capital". All these imply that
comprador and non-compradar sec-
tions .of the baurgeaisie have their res-
pective features.

The data presented: by Nishad may
lead one to the emotional canclusian
that "independence" .of hame finance
has vanished. But it daes nat mean
Indian capitalists have became cam-
'pradars. If they belong ta the cam-
pradar class, why da they demand
protective tariffs and import restric-
tians against the dumping .of gaads by
fareign capitalists? Why do fareign
imperialists sametimes close the mar-
kets far finished gaoCfsof these hame
capitalists and compel them to under-
sell raw materials and: semi-manufac-
tured goods?

The fact is that the campradar be-
langs to the imperialist camp withaut
any cantradiction with it, but the non-
comprador has his cantradiction with
imperialism although he always tries
to salve these cantradictians thraugh
compromise and callabaration. That
is why the big capitalists .of India de-
pend mare and more on imperialism.
It is a grave error to equate the farmer
with the latter.

10, Kanara House

Moga1 Lane, Mahim

Bombay-16

For FRONTIER readers In

West India can contact

S.D.CHANDAVARKAR

JYOTIRBIK'AS KUNDU
Nabadwip

The Comprador

has succeeded in laying bare the role
of the present Kremlin . leadership in
the Third World, where liberation
movements are in full swing, then the
purpose is served. After all what is
in a name?

A READER
Calcutta

FRONTIER

Russians In Nigeria

Nishad in his article 'The Com-
prador And His Capital' (December
2 1) has tried to prove himself a master
on this issue. So far as the Indi~n
economy is concerned the issue was
first raised in two articles by the Chi-
nese Communist PartYl "Qn Nehru's
Philosophy" and "Once more on
Nehru's PhilosoiPhy" in 1960. Before
this the Communist movement in fudia
had come to accept the analysis .of the
Sixth Congress of the Cammunist
Internatianal. An analysis .of the his-
tarical backgraund .of the issue may
be necessary ta understand the can-

~ troversy.
The allegatian .of Mr G. Mukhapa- The 1960 articles .of the CPC were

padhyay against the editorial comment, rejected as incorrect by the then CPl.
"Russians in Nigeria" (J anu~y 4) as Neither befare the Seventh Cangress
being "evasive" may be true. But it .of the CPI nar after the farmatian of
is hardly fair far him, a politically the CPI(M) had anyane .objected ta
conscious person, ta abject to the the analysis .of the Sixth Cangress .of
evasiveness in same editarial cam;' the Cammunist Internatianal an the
ments of the _jaurnal. Not bearing character .of campradars. Of caurse
the stamp .of any palitical party, the time has traversed a very long path
journal shauld rather avoid as far as since this Cangress~ changing many
possible political catch-phrases, jargan things. Why shauld: the analysis .of
and terminalagy of a particular pali- compradars not change then? But
tical philosophy. That is why it is nat the change is abrupt and mysteriaus as
expedient far it always to call a spade h s been in all other cases since the
a spade .outright. Shree Mukhopadh- creatian of the Naxalbari platform.
yay, it appears, is a palitically mature Befare ascertaining whether the Indian
and well-re;ld person. But haw many big baurgeoisie is cOID:P'rador.or nat
.of the readers of this paper know the we must fully understand what" is ac-
meaning of "Sacial Imperialism", tually meant by the term 'comprador'.
"Sacial Fascism", "Negatian .of nega- The Sixth Congress .ofthe CI defines
tion" etc? And why .only nan-politi- campradars as "native merchants,
cal persans, how many of the yaunger engaged in trade with imperialist cen-
generatian of cammunists are acquaint- tres, whose interests are in cantinua-
ed with these ;phrases') tian .of imperialist explaitatian. They

I think that Frontier's aim is ta act as agents far exploiting the ma~es
clarify issues fram a braad pragres- in the calanial cauntries". The Sixth
sive outlook, to make them mare Congress .of the CI describes campra-
attractive ta the layman. And this dars as a part .of the native bourgeoi-
aim the jaurnal is serving quite well. sie in the colonial countries. Accord-
If the camment "Russians in Nigeria" ing to this Cangress, "the' remaining

The article entitled 'Damning the
Ultras' (December 28) by Mr Rathin-
dranath Chattopadhyay is fine except
the last paragraph wherein he said
that Bibar-writers and publishers have
the mentality of fishermen. Fishermen
(bheri-owners and aratdars are not
lfishermen) earn money by dint of
hard labour, not by black-marketing.
They do little harm to society, unlike
Bibar-writers and publishers.

A FISHERMAN
Calcutta

the youth to be irrational, for doesn't
rational thinking go hand in hand with
political consciousness?

So an irresponsible, apolitical and
irrational youth, a youth responsive to
fascism, is projected as ideal youth. It
is time we became conscious of the
danger.

ARJUN BANDOPADHYAY
,Naihati
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India's poverty is paradoxical. Here, too many people toil to wrest a living from the earth, but the earth
yields far too little. Embarrassed by the richness of resources and the poverty of means to exploit them,
Indie produces not enough food to feed all of its population.
Only large-scale mechanized farming coupled with intensive rural electrification can get the country perma-
nently out of this rut. Rural electrification on a wide scale can, bring power to our farmers and help them
grow more food. and attain a new prosperity. - - ' . .'
GEC have been playing a key role in making the country's rural electrification programme a success. G~C's
vast reservoir of technical know-how and resources are directe'd to improve continually aJl'GEC equipment
that are essential to cope with the increasing problems of power distribution and utilisation in rural areas.
During these years. Gj:C have been called. many times. to participate in the vital nation-building projects that
are helping to change the face of rural India-projects that include th~ Bhakra Nangal and the Hirakud Dams.
GEC have also played a leading role in successfully implementing :the programme of village electrification.
GEC have supplied a large number of transformers, motors. switchgear and pumpsets to he.lp make the
'Grow More Food' campaign a success. . .
In all these developll)ents one factor remains unchangesl-the GEC quality. Installed at India's farms, GEe
quality products are helping to bring the country closer to agricultural self-sufficiency and farm prosperity.
No wonder. they have become the most trusted weapons in the country's fight against hunger.
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